Overview

Collaborative Laboratory Services, LLC (CLS) networks with Mayo Medical Laboratories to provide high-quality laboratory and pathology services. CLS is focused toward local delivery of patient-focused laboratory results of the highest quality. CLS is a recognized leader in science and service. The relationships with Mayo Medical Laboratories provide additional expertise and allow tertiary-level laboratory services to be delivered locally.

As community-based laboratory professionals, provision of dependable, clinically relevant data has always been only a part of our task. We find ourselves searching as often for the right questions as for the right answers. We are witnessing a remarkable resurgence in the recognition of the value that community-based laboratories bring to their medical communities. Laboratories provide the largest single source of objective, clinically relevant patient data. This is the unique ability that such laboratories have, when coordinated with other community medical resources, to reduce the overall cost of medical care while enhancing its quality.

CLS is committed to using our resources to enhance the care of all people in our service area through continuous quality improvement.

CLS is dedicated to advancing local medical laboratory science and improvement of patient care while enhancing efficiency, turnaround time, and clinical relevance.

If you have questions about either service or science, please call any of our staff listed at 800-955-4008. We are eager to learn how to serve you better.
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